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AFG5A09      21” HOSE, TWIN ANGLED CHUCK
AFG5A091    21” HOSE, SINGLE LOCK ON CHUCK
AFG5A092    6’ HOSE, SINGLE LOCK ON CHUCK
AFG5A093    15’ HOSE, SINGLE LOCK ON CHUCK
AFG5A19      21” HOSE, STRAIGHT & ANGLED CHUCK

PCL’s line of analog handheld tire inflators have become the industry standard in auto service centers, gas stations, and tireshops. 
Popular amongst operators and tire installers for their reliability, accuracy, and robustness, these units offer guaranteed accuracy. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Compliance: EC Directive 86/217 & CARB Compliant

Reading Accuracy: 2 psi 

Max. Supply Pressure: 218 psi

Inflation Flow: 13 cfm

Inflation Range: 0-174 psi

KEY BENEFITS

Inflate/deflate tire pressure while engaged on tire valve system

Individually tested calibration certificate included

Meets OSHA regulations

Improved safety with 15’ hose length option

DID YOU KNOW?
BREAKING DOWN OSHA REGULATIONS

AIRFORCE® MK4 TRUCK
TIRE INFLATOR

PART # DESCRIPTION

COMPLETE
WITH
CALIBRATION CERTIFICATE

PCL always keeps the safety of the user in mind. Because many 
trucks utilize steel cords in their sidewalls presenting a potential 
danger during inflation, the AIRFORCE® MK4 Truck Tire Inflator is 
available with up to 15 ft. of hose. 

OSHA regulations require individuals to use a remote inflation
device during any procedure involving tire inflation to ensure 
they are clear of the trajectory area. Having 15 ft. of hose places 
the user out of harms way and helps to ensure their safety.

The AIRFORCE® MK4 Truck Tire Inflator is set to become the heavy 
duty solution for providing safe, cost-effective, and trouble-free 
high pressure inflation with guaranteed accuracy. As a result, 
this will give truck tire users the benefits of extended tire life, 
increased fuel economy, and improved safety.

The reliable and versatile AIRFORCE® MK4 Truck Tire Inflator, with 
its aluminum die cast body and linear gauge represents the best 
product on the market for both indoor and outdoor applications, 
even in extreme weather.

Available with up to 15 ft. of hose increasing user safety

Tested to over 400,000 cycles at 100% accuracy


